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India and Republic of Korea are more than just trading partners. Shared interest in each other’s industries along with mutual goodwill are expected to

drive their bilateral ties further, MrSovan Chatterjee, Hon’ble Mayor, Kolkata, & MIC for Fire & Emergency Services, Government of West Bengal.

Kolkata and Incheon can work together to strengthen the trade ties thereby fostering the economic relation between India and Korea,  Mr. Yoo, Jeong-

bok, Hon’ble Mayor, Incheon Metropolitan City.

In the sessionon  “Kolkata-Incheon Metropolitan City Cooperation & Smart City”  jointly organized by theGovt. of West Bengal, Indian Chamber of

Commerce, FICCI, Credai Bengal & ICCI in Kolkata today, MrSovan Chatterjee, Hon’ble Mayor, Kolkata, & MIC for Fire & Emergency Services, Government

of West Bengalstated that West Bengal, being the 4th largest and one of the most progressive states is at the forefront of India. The government of West
Bengal aims to enhance the requisite infrastructure so as to reach the sustainable development goals and boost the life of its citizens. Mr. Chatterjee praised
the existing relation between Korea and West Bengal namely WEST Bengal Electricity Regulatory Commission (WBERC)- Korea Electric Power
Corporation(KEPCO) collaboration, development of Newtown that has taken place with the help of Korean expertise, other beautification projects and civic
and infrastructure projects where Korea has assisted, Kolkata environmental project supported by Asian Development Bank and so on. Highlighting Kolkata’s
potential, he stated that the city has been declared to be a garbage strict city and is home to other facilities like 24 hours drinking water, strong e-governance
etc. The city aspires to reduce greenhouse gas emission and contribute to realizing sustainable development goals. He felt that both Kolkata and Incheon
being coastal cities have immense trade potential and areas of mutual cooperation.

Mr. Yoo, Jeong-bok, Hon’ble Mayor, Incheon Metropolitan City,stated that Korea and India have developed bilateral cooperation since 1973. Particularly,
partnerships in areas of science, technology and trade have taken this bilateral relationship to new heights. He stated that Incheon isshaping a new future of
Korea. It is home to the Incheon International Airport and Korea’s best economic zone. Kolkata can work hand in hand with Incheon to uplift the economic ties
between the two cities and the two nations at large. He welcomed the MoU between ICC and ICCI and hoped that more technological cooperation going
ahead should foster the relationship further.

Mr. Sushil Mohta, Immediate Past President, CREDAI Bengal assured that Bengal is an opportune destination for setting up of businesses and the business
community here is always ready to help in this regard. He praised the concept of Green Cities and stated it to be more inclusive than Smart Cities. Migratory
pressure on urban areas being tremendous, he felt that adoption of environment friendly sustainable development measures are the need of the hour. This
would also endorse green urbanization along with optimum use of resources. Government of West Bengal has already started working proactively in this
regard.

Mr Lee Kang-shin, President, ICCI stated that He felt that India has immense potential for growth. So far Korea-India Comprehensive Economic Partnership
has contributed significantly to Korea’s exports and he expects further collaborations to pave the way for more economic integration. The city of Incheon is
leading the Korean economy in areas of heavy industries, engineering, machineries, technology etc. This coupled with its investment interests in both
domestic and global enterprises, the city and its investors can definitely be a strong associates Make in India initiative of Government of India. He concluded
that enhanced economic cooperation will serve significantly to the economic growth of the two nations.

Mr Aditya Vardhan Agarwal, President, ICC said that as per the World Bank, “globally over 50% of the population lives in urban areas today”.   By the year
2045, urban population worldwide is set to rise by 1.5 times to 6 billion. As cities are set to become the nerve center of economic activities globally, the
concept of twin / sister city partnership is increasingly going to play a crucial role in egging on the process of global economic development.The primary
sectors where the twin cities can cooperate include Smart City and Urban Infrastructure, Manufacturing, Food processing, Tourism and Information
Technology.We are looking forward to chalking out a blueprint for multipronged sectoral partnership between Kolkata and Incheon Metropolitan City through
“Spatial, Social and Economic Inclusion”.

 Mr. Lee Sangh-ho, Expert Speaker made a praiseworthy presentation on the Incheon Free Economic Zone and focused on three main areas mainly planning,
execution and benefit of smart cities.

The session was also attended byMrRajiveKaul, Past President, ICC and Honorary Consul General of The Republic of Korea, Kolkata.

During the session, the Indian Chamber of Commerce, Kolkata, India and Incheon Chamber of Commerce & Industry of the Republic of Korea signed
a  Memorandum of Understanding  for Exchange and Cooperation. The aim is to boost/promote inter regional trade and investment, economic studies,
business delegations and also offer business hand holding to entrepreneurs for cross border investments.
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